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Guidance for Islanders requiring pre-travel tests for holidays over the festive period

The States of Guernsey has received a number of enquiries from Islanders looking to make
arrangements for outbound pre-departure tests ahead of travel outside of the Bailiwick for
Christmas.
There is a process and online form where people can request an outbound PCR test prior to
travelling to a country or region that requires confirmation of a negative test result prior to
travel. This can be found at https://www.gov.gg/outboundtraveller-pcr. We kindly ask that
travellers submit their online forms at least 48 hours prior to when the test is required to
help ensure that an appointment can be made, though please note that this cannot always
be guaranteed. Those due to travel close to Christmas in particular should complete their
online form at the earliest opportunity.
These tests are charged at £83 per test and payment will be payable at time of booking the
appointment. As we have always stated, it can take up to 48 hours for you to receive your
test result (and very occasionally longer), so you will need to bear that in mind when making
your arrangements.
All travellers should of course ensure they have fully understood the COVID-19
requirements of the country or region you are travelling to. Different jurisdictions will have
their own travel requirements which means the type of test, required proof and the
timeframe in which you might be required to provide proof of a negative result will differ
between jurisdictions; and this is not information the States is able to provide.
The services to provide PCR tests for these purposes will not be delivered over the
Christmas bank holidays. This is because the response teams need to continue to prioritise
testing of arrivals and community testing. It is also necessary for our incredibly dedicated
scheduling, testing, laboratory and resulting teams to have a short break over the Christmas
period, following an extremely busy year. This means that the last opportunity for outbound
PCR tests provided by the States of Guernsey before Christmas is on Christmas Eve (24
December) where there will be a limited amount of appointments. After this date, the next
date available for booking an outbound PCR tests will be 27 December 2021. Travellers also
need to be aware of the small chance that we will be unable to provide a test result in the
event of technical difficulties.

If you require an outbound PCR test outside of the times available via the States of
Guernsey services, you may wish to enquire whether private providers in the Primary Care
sector. This will mean that you will also need to get your result from Primary Care.
Not all jurisdictions will require a pre-departure PCR test, with many now accepting
supervised Lateral Flow Tests (also known as rapid antigen tests). This may also be an
option with some private providers locally – the St Martin’s Grande Rue Pharmacy is one
that has confirmed to us they provide this service. Should you find yourself having
difficulties sourcing a test locally over the festive period, there are a number of UK providers
that offer ‘fit to fly’ Lateral Flow Tests. Whilst it is the traveller’s responsibility to determine
whether a negative test result from a Lateral Flow Test will meet the requirements of the
jurisdiction you intend to travel to, it may be possible to arrange for such a provider to send
a test to Guernsey prior to your departure, or if you are travelling through the UK, you may
be able to arrange a test for when you are transiting. More information on this can be found
on the UK Government website here: https://www.gov.uk/find-travel-test-provider.
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